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Chapter 1 : The Best Free Photoshop Tutorials + Lightroom and Photography As Well
TRY 30 DAYS OF ROYALTY FREE MUSIC! JOIN EPIDEMIC SOUND www.nxgvision.com This will be a beginners
guide to Photoshop CS6 with the features of using the tools and being able to understand the.

This program is available for both Windows PC and Mac. New users can perform simple adjustments to their
photos, while other more complex tasks may require some tutorials first. However, practice can be more useful
than tutorials, so we strongly recommend that you spend a couple of hours experimenting to improve your
outcomes, instead of just watching video tutorials on the Internet. Adobe Photoshop CS6 offers re-imagined
tools, interface improvements and a new graphics engine that works faster than ever This CS6 version brings
powerful improvements and new tools to improve your editing. The program uses the new Adobe Mercury
Graphics Engine, which makes your work go faster than ever, regardless of whether you work with Mac or
Windows. It also has Auto-Recovery options and a new Background Save feature. It also offers re-imagined
tools and some new ones. For instance, the Crop tool allows you to easily change the shape or size of your
images, and the Content-Aware Move tool allows you to move or extend elements in order to change your
composition. New Blur Gallery filters allow you to create custom blurs such as tilt-shift blur, field blur, or iris
blur. Its new Adobe Media Encoder allows you to export your videos by choosing from a wide range of
presets. Its workflow has been improved, but it is still layer-based. Filters, effects and preferences are located
in a toolbar right above the canvas. The right-hand section shows the layers or channels and other layer
adjustment options such as curves and color balance, as well as other minor adjustments such as blending
modes or opacity. You can manage your videos using the new Video Groups feature in the layers panel. This
automatically holds your clips to make things easier when you edit different parts of a video. The left-hand
toolbar displays every tool you need in order to fix an image, such as brushes, erasers, magic wand, stamps,
etc. This software can be used for loads of different purposes: Of course this is just the tip of the iceberg, as
Photoshop can be used to generate stunning digital artworks using custom brushes, shapes, cropping tools and
filters as well as to modify supported images. System Requirements The minimum system components
required to download and run this program are: Windows XP bit or bit or higher Processor:
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Chapter 2 : Tutorials Archives - PhotoshopCAFE
CS6 Video tutorials. Search Photoshop workspace Selecting a region changes the language and/or content on
www.nxgvision.com Americas Brasil Canada - English.

Giving you the convenience of an easy mobile to Photoshop editing workflow, and it allows you to take
advantage of the cloud storage that Adobe provides. From this screen, you can view and download recently
taken photos and albums that you have uploaded via Lightroom Web, the Lightroom mobile app, and
Lightroom CC. To bring in a copy of a photo into Photoshop CC you can either double-click on the image that
you would like to edit, or select it and then, click Import Selected. Once the image is inside Photoshop CC , it
will no longer maintain the connection to the original photo in the cloud. Or to share it to Facebook or other
social media. Photoshop CC now gives you the ability to find, filter, sort, and import Lightroom Photos into
Photoshop. You can also find the improved Photoshop Search in the LR Photos tab where you can quickly
search your photos on the cloud. New Brush Presets Panel: Plus, it means that all the brush preset
enhancements folders, more preview choices, adjustable view scale, etc. They give you the power of a Tool
Preset in a Brush Preset by allowing you to capture the associated tool and all of its settings: No more reason
to use a Tool Preset instead of a Brush Preset. Photoshop CC allows you to convert your old Tool Presets into
the new Brush Presets so that you do not lose all those tools presets that you have created over the years. Paint
Stroke Smoothing Photoshop CC allows you to apply intelligent smoothing on your brush strokes. Brush,
Pencil, Mixer Brush, or Eraser. A value of 0 is the same as legacy smoothing in earlier versions of Photoshop
You can disable it from the Brushes panel. Higher values apply increasing amounts of intelligent smoothing to
your strokes. Also, it helps you paint or draw when zoomed out. This can result in a very stair-stepped artifact
in paint strokes. Smoothing the stroke helps this. Real-Time Drawing with Scatter Brushes. Noticeable in large
documents. Variable Fonts Photoshop CC now supports Variable Fonts, a new OpenType font format
supporting custom attributes like weight, width, slant, optical size, etc. This release of Photoshop ships with
several variable fonts for which you can adjust weight, width, and slant using convenient slider controls in the
Properties panel. As you adjust these sliders, Photoshop automatically chooses the type style closest to the
current settings. For example, when you increase the slant for a Regular type style, Photoshop automatically
changes it to a variant of Italic. The ability to share to standard OS share destinations requires Windows 10
anniversary edition. Curvature Pen tool The Curvature Pen tool lets you create paths easily and custom shapes
intuitively. You can create, toggle, edit, add, or remove smooth or corner points using the same tool. To access
this tool, do one of the following: Click anywhere on the document to add an anchor point. The anchor point is
not applied until mouse-up. To add additional points, click anywhere on your document. Additional options
for drawing: To toggle the point between smooth or corner points, double-click or double-tap a point. To
move Anchor Point, click a point or tap it, and then drag the point. To delete Anchor Point, click or tap a point
and press Delete. The anchor point is removed, but the curve remains the segment is not deleted, similar to the
Pen tool. Press the Esc key to stop drawing. Straight out of Illustrator with a few changes, also similar to the
tool in Adobe XD. This tool makes curves with no bezier handles. You can also go between the curvature pen
tool and the old vector tools if you like. Path Options Pathlines and curves are no longer just in black in white!
You can now define the color and thickness of path lines to suit your taste and for easier visibility. While
creating a pathâ€”using the Pen tool, for exampleâ€”click the gear icon in the Options bar. Now specify the
color and thickness of path lines. When you paste a layer between documents with different resolutions, the
pasted layer retains its pixel dimensions. This can make the pasted portion appear out of proportion to the new
image. Use the Image Size command to make the source and destination images the same resolution before
copying and pasting, or use the Free Transform command to resize the pasted content. Depending on your
color management settings and the color profile associated with the file or imported data , you may be
prompted to specify how to handle color information in the file or imported data. Check out my post on this
topic here: When you hover over certain tools in the Tools panel, Photoshop displays a description and a short
video of the tool in action. You can choose not to view rich tooltips. In Photoshop CC , the Microsoft Surface
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Dial can be used to adjust brush size, opacity, hardness, flow, and smoothing for all tools that use a brush tip.
With any tool selected, long-press on the Micorosft Dial, rotate to the Brush icon and press the Dial. This will
automatically activate the Brush Tool unless you have another tool active that uses a brush tip. You will see a
heads up display of brush settings: Size, Opacity, Hardness, Flow, and Smoothing. For example, you will not
see Smoothing if your active tool is the Dodge tool. Rotate the dial to move between settings and press the
Dial again to enter edit mode for the setting. Rotate the dial to adjust the setting value. You will see the value
and horizontal bar update as you rotate the dial. Adjust the setting in one of these ways: Normal adjustment
Rotate the dial Adjusts the setting in increments proportionate to the current value. Fine adjustment Press and
hold while rotating While in this edit mode, if you press and hold down as you rotate, you will be able to
adjust values at a more granular level. Adjusts the setting by finer increments even at high values. For
example, even for a large-sized brush, the size increases in smaller increments than normal adjustment. With
symmetry on, paint strokes will be reflected live across the line of symmetry, allowing easier sketching of
things like faces, cars, animals, and all kinds of design tasks. This feature also allows for symmetry across an
arbitrary user-drawn path, which is something none of us could recall seeing in a painting application before.
The line shown only goes so far, but in reality, the line goes into infinity. Best of all it allows symmetry on a
curve. What photoshop us using under the hood is just a path. And the presets are really just paths that you can
start using right away. These paths could be modified. Paint Symmetry is available with: Decoupled
transparency view mode settings from Quick Mask view modes. Transparency settings will not be shared
between Select and Mask and Quick Mask. It also does a better job of defining the edges of the face. Look for
better results in skin tones or better face protection in: Properties Panel Improvements Kerning and tracking
can now be adjusted via the properties panel for type layers. Adobe Stock assets are now supported in the
properties panel. Photoshop CC will ship with a new Learn Panel containing user-guided tutorials that teach
new users the basics of Photoshop CC The tutorials are broken down into four categories: Photography
Combining Images Graphic Design This feature will show in the default workspace Essentials on launch
based on user level: Beginner, keying off the preferences migration of previous versions. If preferences have
been migrated from a previous version, the Learn Panel will not show in Essentials by default but will still be
accessible under the Window menu. It is faster for smaller images and more thorough for larger images
however it can be slower for huge images. Since the internal logic of the old and new methods differs, the
wording changed, but Adobe kept the default setting so that the faster but larger file would still be saved out if
you made no changes to them. The option for small and interlaced has been removed because the interlaced
option creates a larger file, which conflicts with the need for a smaller file. Also, bandwidth has improved over
the years to mostly negate the need for interlaced, especially for smaller files. AI Upscale Deep Upscale uses a
deep learning neural network model to detect and preserve the essential details and textures in images when
resizing, without introducing over-sharpening of prominent edges or smoothing out lower contrast details. In
addition to skin tones and hair textures, the model improves preservation of harder-edged details like text and
logos. Other Enhancements and Improvements to Photoshop CC Besides a variety of bug fixes and tweaks
around brush presets, there are two other changes of note that went in are as follows: Improved performance of
common blending and compositing operations The Device Preview extension is no longer available. Minor
OS tweaks Added a preference for Windows This setting is only available on devices that have been paired
with a stylus. To suppress history scrubbing simply remove the related button from the touch bar layout.
Added Brush smoothing button. Additional Features Paragraph-level composer switching support through
flyout menus allows users to reuse assets for different geographies. Improved startup time on Windows.
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Chapter 3 : Adobe Photoshop CS6
2 Adobe Photoshop CS6 is a popular image editing software that provides a work environment consistent with Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Adobe Photoshop and other products in the Adobe Creative Suite.

The Crop Tool in Photoshop Cropping is a powerful tool, which can make a big difference in the look of any
image. The Crop Tool in Photoshop includes lots of major enhancements to make it work even better. This
tutorial focuses on the new features introduced in the Crop Tool and helps us learning how to use it more
productively. The Brush Features in Photoshop6 Photoshop introduces a brilliant and simple Brush Panel,
which features lots of new options. In this tutorial, you learn about using Live Pen Tilt Preview, Brush
Projection, the Erodible Tip and Airbrush brushes and how to achieve quick and creative results with these
tools. Oil Paint filter in Photoshop offers everything that you might need to give a photograph a painted look.
In this tutorial, you will learn how to use this new filter on your images. Many think that learning Adobe
Premiere or After Effects is quite tough and painstaking. Now, in Photoshop, we have a new addition of a
video timeline panel, which enables us to add effects to the video clips right in Photoshop. Content Aware
Move enables us to mark pixels and drag the selection to some other part of a photograph without using layers
or masks. Photoshop clears the previous selection and shifts the pixels to the new position. In this lesson you
will learn how to use this new tool in your work. But today, as we have worked for more than two years
practicing it, for many it has become an indispensable tool in their design work. In this tutorial, you learn how
to play with this new feature to get better results. Earlier versions of Photoshop were not able to manage a
large number of layers, but in Photoshop, Adobe has included a few new tools for designers that they were
dying to get their hands on. Follow this tutorial, step by step, to learn how this new Layer Panel and advance
features can do for you in your designing process. The concept of this new tool is to enable us to straighten
curves and lines in photographs captured by a fisheye or wide-angle lens. This tutorial will take you through a
process of using this new filter effectively, a nice feature for photographers. Using Paragraph and Character
Styles in Photoshop Managing and working with a lot of text was a hassle in the previous versions of
Photoshop. For many, making global changes to text was a bit daunting and time-consuming. Photoshop
comes with new Paragraph and Character style panels, which allow intuitive techniques to work with our text
and this tutorial is all about it.
Chapter 4 : Adobe Photoshop CS6 (free) - Download latest version in English on phpnuke
Browse the latest Adobe Photoshop CC tutorials, video tutorials, hands-on projects, and more. Ranging from beginner to
advanced, these tutorials provide basics, new features, plus tips and techniques.

Chapter 5 : Photoshop CS6 Tutorials - www.nxgvision.com
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Description: This pdf tutorial (Adobe Photoshop CS6 Tutorial) will teach you the basics of the
most popular image editing www.nxgvision.com training courses designated for student.

Chapter 6 : How To adobe photoshop=cs6 Tutorial how to change background | Adobe Tools
7 Photoshop CS6 Tutorials. Back by popular demand, it's Designrfix Tutorial Week! Every day we will publish one article
to get your creative juices flowing with free online tutorials in Photoshop, Illustrator and Cinema 4d, just to name a few.

Chapter 7 : Buy Adobe Photoshop CC | Download photo editing software free trial
In this episode of the Adobe Creative Suite Podcast, Terry White shows you How to Get Started With Adobe Photoshop
CS6. See how to do the 10 things that beginners ask how to do the most including.
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Chapter 8 : 40 Detailed Tutorials for Mastering Adobe Photoshop
Photoshop Basics Tutorials Learn the basics of Adobe Photoshop! These tutorials are perfect for Photoshop beginners
or anyone who just needs to refresh their skills, covering the essentials topics you need to know to get up to speed with
Photoshop quickly!

Chapter 9 : How to create a logo in the Adobe Photoshop Cs6 Beginners Tutorial â€“ Basic Ideas | Adobe T
We've mentioned Adobe TV in the past, but it just keeps getting bigger and better When Creative Suite 6 was released,
they published a hour series of new online tutorials - but have recently doubled this to over 30 hours now of free video
training for all CS6 tools.
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